This guide is designed to provide you with basic steps to navigate through the MasterFit II software. It is not designed to replace your Owner’s Manual.

To access MasterFit™ II software, select patient exam and press Analyze.

Press Display (F4) and choose MasterFit II.

Enter Patient Rx and press Next.

If necessary, you can also type in the patient’s Trial Lens and Over refraction values by selecting “Use trial lens.”

MasterFit II software then recommends a best fit trial lens based on the patient’s topography and Rx.

Simulated fluorescein pattern is also provided.

The operator can change any lens parameter and the software will automatically provide an updated fluorescein pattern.
Press **Map** to view the axial map instead of recommended lens information.

**Right click** on the fluorescein map to change the display preferences.

Press **Options** to change lens fitting preferences.

Press **Order** to print or export CL fitting order form.

### Options

Simply click on each tab to customize each section.

MasterFit II software provides many ways that the clinician can customize their fitting preferences.

Zeiss does not recommend any specific fitting technique, these choices are up to the physician.

### ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:


If you need further assistance using this software, please contact Customer Service at **1-800-341-6968** or your local Clinical Applications Specialist.